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Block designs are analyzed in terms of the structure imposed upon them by 
their automorphisms. An extension of the notion of a difference set is used to 
describe necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a given auto- 
morphism acting on the design. In addition, it is shown that the possible point 
and block orbit configurations relative to an automorphisin acting on a design 
are rather limited. The development is carried out with a view toward finding 
unknown designs and studying the automorphism groups of known designs. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
This paper examines the structure that an automorphism of a block 
design imposes on the design. This is done by considering an extension 
of the notion of a difference set. (The use of the “method of differences” 
in the study of block designs goes back to Bose 131.) The work here 
extends the results of [I], where an analogous development was carried 
out for the special case of regular design automorphisms. 
In Section 2 we present the main results of this paper; namely, necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a given block design to admit an auto- 
morphism of a given order. Section 3 contains several lemmas which 
severely reduce the possible point and block orbit configurations relative 
to an automorphism acting on a design. Finally, in Section 4 we indicate 
the direction in which this work is continuing and suggest some related 
problems. 
Throughout the paper we let 9’ denote the points and L% the blocks of 
the block design 9 = (9, g). As usual, the design has parameters 
(v, b, r, k, h) if there are v points in 9”, b blocks in 9, each point lies in 
exactly r blocks, each block contains exactly k points, and each pair of 
distinct points occur together in exactly h blocks. An automorphism of the 
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design 9 = (9, S?) is a bijection 0 of 9 and of 57 such that if x E 9’ and 
B E B”, then B(x) E P and B(B) E 58, and x E B if and only if 19(x) E e(B). 
2, denotes the set of integer residues modulo n; Z,* is Z, - (0). x(n) is 
the residue class containing x and x E y(n) indicates that x and y are 
congruent modulo ~1. We write x 1 y if x divides y. For a set D of residues, 
.4(D) denotes the list of differences a - b(a, b E D, a i b) where each occur- 
rence of a difference is counted separately. If A is such a list and h > 0, XA 
represents the list which contains h occurrences of an element for each of 
its occurrences in A; if each element in the list A occurs exactly m times 
and if y / xm, then (x/v) A denotes the list in which each distinct element 
occurs (xnz)/v times. If Ai are such lists, U Ai is the list in which each 
occurrence of an element of lJ Ai is counted separately. 
For a set D of residues modulo 11, D,, (or {DJ, if D = DJ denotes 
{a+m(n); LED} and for b>O, D’b’=D~D1~-~~~Db--l. [D] is 
defined as the least m < n such that D, = D, and j D / denotes the car- 
dinality of D. Note that if [D] < n, then D is the coset of a subgroup of 
Z, and [D]i D j = II. Finally, if X is a set of subscripted residues modulo 
n, X, is {(a + m(n))i ; (a)$ E X}. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
If 0 is an automorphism on the design LB = (P, 9Q, then 0 induces a 
partitioning of 9 into point orbits .P1 ,..., YS and a partitioning of 99 into 
block orbits g1 ,..., g’t . If these point and block orbits have lengths 
p1 ,..., pS and 6, ,..., b, respectively, we will say that 0 is a (pl ,..., ps , 
b, ,..., b,) automorphism on 9. A proper automorphism 0 is called a 
regular automorphism on 9 if pi = bj for 1 < i < s, 1 <j < f. 
Note that if a (v, b, r, k, h) design admits the (pl ,..., pS , b, ,..., bJ 
automorphism 8, then z:zlpi = v and zizl bj = b. Moreover if for i < s 
and j < t, aij is defined to be the number of points of .P, incident with a 
given block of 97j , then aij is well-defined. 
THEOREM 2.1. If  a (v, b, P, k, h) design admits a (pl ,..., ps , b, ,..., b,) 
automorphism and ifthe s x t matrix A is dejned by A = (aij) (aij as above), 
then 
(i) 2 aij = k, .i<t 
i=l 
(ii) pir = c aijbi , i<s 
j=l 
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(iii) yi(pi - 1) h = 2 aij(aii - 1) bj , i<s 
j=l 
(iv) piplX = i aijaAjbj , 
j=l 
i, 1 < s, i # 1. 
Theorem 2.1 is proved by straightforward counting arguments (see [4] 
or [71)- 
In [l] generalized difference sets were used in describing the structure 
imposed on a design by a regular automorphism. This concept arose from 
Hall’s notion of a difference set [6]. In [5], Hall gives necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for a design to be cychc in terms of a difference set (and 
thus relates the notions of difference set and design automorphism). We 
now consider the counterpart of a difference set in our present context. 
If Dj = {ajl ,..., aj,> _C Z, for 1 <j < t, we say D = {Dl ,..., DC} is a 
generalized (n, (b, ,...,‘bJ, r,) d@eerence list if 
(i) [Dj]lbjforl <j<t. 
(ii) yt~ = i bjvi . 
j=l 
(iii) u (bJn) Li(DJ = AZ,*. 
j=l 
It is easy to see that condition (ii) may be restated as 
(ii’) r = iD;<n @dP,l) + ID;- (~,W[Ql). 
2 3 n 
LEMMA 2.2. Condition (iii) above is equivalent to 
(iii’) Each pair of distinct elements of Z, occur together exactly X 
times in the sets D1 , (DJl ,..., {Dl}bl-l ,..., Dt , {D& ,..., {Dt)bt-l . 
Proof. Let x, y f Z, , x f y. By (iii) x - y = d(n) occurs in 
Lljzl (bJn) O(DJ X times, or say d occurs in (b&z) O(Dj) hj times where 
zi=, hj = A. Let D denote a fixed Dj and let b = bj . If [D] = n, then 
b > YE and d occurs in d(D) &n)/b times. Hence d = a - b(n) for (h&/b 
choices of a, b E D. Lettingm E x - a = y - b(n), we have x = a + m(n) 
and y = b + m(n); or x and y occur together in D, for this particular 
choice of a and b. Consequently x and y occur together in D, D, ,..., D,-, 
(h,n)/b times or in D, D, ,..., Db--l Aj times. 
If [D] < n, then D is a coset of a subgroup of Z, so that we may assume 
Dj = (0, a,..., (c - 1) a} with ca = n and [Do] = a. Since each element of 
d(D) occurs c times and since d occurs in d(D) (h?n)/b times, we have 
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(&n)/b = c or hj = (cb)/n = b/a = b/[D]. Moreover, since x-y = d(n), 
x and y occur together in D, D, ,..., DL~I-~ exactly once. Hence x and y 
occur together in D, D, ,..., Db-, b/[D] = hj times. Since xi=, Xj = h, it 
follows that (iii’) holds if (iii) does. 
For the converse, we are to show that each d E Z,* occurs in 
u izl (b&4 44) exactly h times. Again let D denote a fixed Dj and let 
b = bj . It suffices to show that if 0 and d occur together in D, D, ,..., D,-, 
Xj times, then d occurs in (b/n) O(D) Xi times. If [D] = n, then y1 1 b (by (i)) 
and 0 and d occur together in D,..., D,-, (Qz)/b times. Thus for (Xjn)/b 
choices of m < rz, 0 and d occur together in D, , i.e., 0 = a + m(n) and 
d = b + m(n) for some a, b E D. Then b - a = (d - m) - (0 - m) = 
d(n) or d occurs in d(D) (&n)/b times and thus in (b/n) O(D) hj times. 
If [D] < n, then (by (i)), [D]i b and we may again assume that D is of the 
form{O, a,..., (c - 1) > h a w ere a = [D] and ac = rz. Then if hj > 0,O and 
d occur together in D,...; D[,I-~ just once. Thus 0 and d occur together in 
D >...> Dbel b/[d] times so that hj = b/[D]. d must then occur in d(D) c = 
n/[D] times and hence in (b/n) o(D) b/[D] times. Thus d occurs in 
(b/n) d(D) hj times. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that if D = CD1 ,..., Dt} is a generalized 
(n, (b, ,..., b,), Y, X) difference list, then bj < h[Dj] for j < t. In particular 
if h = 1, b, = [Dj] forj < f .  
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a design 
to admit a given automorphism. The theorem extends a result of Hughes 
[i’] on symmetric designs (stated in terms of the group algebra). 
THEOREM 2.3. A (CI=lpi , $=, bj, r, k, X) block design exists and 
admits a (pl ,..., pS , b, ,..., b,) automor*phism if and only if there are gene- 
alized (pi, (b, ,..., 6,) r, h) d@erence lisfs Di = {Di, ,..., Dit}, 1 < i < s, 
such that 
(a) the s x t matrix A = (I Dig I), 1 < i < s, 1 <j d t, satisfies 
Theorem 2.1; 
(b) fi (Dil x Djl)(‘z) = h(Z,, x Z,j) for i # j; 
I=1 
(c) forj<t,m<m’<bj, 
(4 for j <j’ < t, m < bj , m’ ==c bjp , 
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The proof of Theorem 2.3 is straightforward using Lemma 2.2 (see [4] 
or [7]). Conditions (c) and (d) in the theorem ensure that different blocks 
entail distinct sets of points. 
3. RESTRICTIONS OK DESIGN AUTOMORPHISMS 
The results of the preceding section suggest a set of algorithms which 
may be used to search for unknown designs or to study the automorphism 
groups of known designs. This section contains a series of lemmas which 
substantially curtail the possible automorphism configurations which a 
given design can admit. Throughout this section 9 denotes a (G, b. r, k, A) 
design and 6’ an automorphism acting on 9 with I 9 / = p < v, p a prime. 
p1 ,..., ps and 6, ,..., b, denote the lengths of the resulting point and block 
orbits, so that eachp, and bj is 1 or p. (It is clear that if 9 admits a proper 
automorphism, then it must admit an automorphism of prime order 
p < v.) f denotes the number of fixed points (pi = 1) and YM the number of 
fixed blocks (bj = I), SO that I = v(p) and m = b(p). 
LEMMA 3.1. If p > I’, then 19 is a regular automorphism on 9. Hence 
eachp,andbjisp,I=m=Oandp~r,p/b. 
Proof. If some point x is fixed and some point y is not fixed, x and y 
occur together in some block B. Since p > k (and all p points in the point 
orbit containing y would be in B if B were fixed) B cannot be fixed. Thus x 
is in each of the p blocks of the block orbit containing B. But x can occur 
in only r < p blocks. Hence no point (and no block) is fixed. 
In view of the preceding lemma, we now confine our attention to the 
casep < r. 
LEMMA 3.2. I < (k - p) + r/All + oQ, p)(k - 2)] (Here x L y is 
x - y if x > y, 0 otherwise; CL(X, y) is 1 ify < x, 0 otherwise). 
Proof. We consider only the case h <p < k. The cases p 3 k and 
p < h then follow by slight modifications of the argument. Let x be a 
fixed point and y E Bi with pi > 1. Let B, ,..., B, be those fixed blocks 
containing both fixed points and points of Bi . If Qjl ,..., gjh are the free 
block orbits containing both fixed points and points of ~9~ , then Cy=, ai, + 
CzzlpaijE < pr by Theorem 2.1. For j = l,..., q, aij = p so that q + 
C”,=, aijfl < r. Now the number of fixed points in any of B1 ,..., B, is at most 
k - p, and since A <p, the number of fixed points in any block of ajn 
(1 < n < 12) is 1. Counting incidences (x, y, B), where x, y E B, x fixed and 
y E L?J’~, we have Alp < qp(k - p) + Ch,=lpaiin < qp(k - p) + up. Since 
q < h, it follows that 1 < (k - p) + r/h. 
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LEMMA 3.3. If k <p < P, then 
(i) 1 = 0 implies m = 0 (and hence 0 is regular). 
(ii) I= I impIies m = 0 (and hence p 1 b, v E l(p) and p 1 r). 
(iii) I > 1 implies 1 > k and 
(a) if 1 = k, then h = m = 1, v = k(p) and r = l(p); 
(b) If 1 > k, then the set of fixed points together with the jixed 
blocks form a design with parameters 
(c) $h=l,therzk-IIs-ZandE<r-1. 
Proof. Since p > k, a fixed block can contain only fixed points. 
Hence (i) and (ii) follow. For (iii), note that two fixed points entail at least 
one fixed block and thus at least k fixed points. Moreover if h > 1, two 
such fixed points determine h fixed blocks, so that 1 > k. Hence if 1 = k, 
we must have h = 1 and just one fixed block (consisting of the k fixed 
points), or nz = 1. Note that k = k implies v 3 k(p). Since any fixed point 
is in the unique fixed block, the number (v - 1) of free blocks containing 
a fixed point is a multiple ofp (Theorem 2.1) so that Y = l(p). 
For (iiib), suppose I > k. Then any two fixed points must occur together 
in h fixed blocks and as noted, any fixed block contains k fixed points. 
The conclusion now follows by the standard calculation of b and I’ from 
v (i.e., I), k and X. 
For (iiic), note that if h = 1, a given fixed point x must occur with each 
of the free points exactly once-in some free block. Moreover, at most one 
point from any given point orbit can occur in such a block. If PLfl ,..., Pps 
are the free point orbits and if Bj is a free block orbit containing X, then 
ct z 1+1 aij = k - 1 (each aij = 0 or 1). Since each of the s - 1 free point 
orbits must be accounted for (once) in one such sum, s - 1 must be a 
multiple of k - 1. That I < I’ - 1 follows by considering equation (iii) of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Note that if h <p, then whenever 1 > 1, we must have m > 0 since two 
fixed points determine at least one fixed block in this case. Lemma 3.2 
gives a useful upper bound on 1 and Lemma 3.3 provides an upper bound 
on m in casep > k. We conclude this section with a lemma which provides 
an upper bound on m when p < k. 
The total number of incidences (p, q, B) with p, q E B, p and q in 
different point orbits is 
Y-q 2 lC1 - l) + l(s - Z)p + 
(s - E)(s - I - 1) p2 
2 1, 
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Let zLj be the number of such incidences (p, q BJ for a fixed block Bj 
(1 <j < nz) and let 01* be the maximal value which Czl 01~ can assume. 
LEMMA 3.4. For given (v, b, r, k, A), p and 1 with p < k, 
(i) 01* can be determined as a linear,fLrnction of m. 
(ii) the maximal value of m can then be determinedfrom the inequality 
mk(k - 1) - 201” < bk(k - 1) - 2~. 
Proof. Let Bj be a fixed block. If y is the number of free point orbits 
having points in Bj , then y is at most the greatest integer in k/p and there 
are ( y( y - 1) p”)/2 incidences (p, q, BJ withp, q E Bj , p and q in different 
free point orbits. If x = k - yp, there are xyp such incidences with p 
fixed and q free and (x(x - 1)/2) such incidences with both p and q fixed. 
Hence the total number of such incidences, for a fixed block Bj , is of the 
form 
OIj = 
x(x - 1) 
2 
+xyp+Y(Y- 1)P2 
2 
Maximal values of aj result when aij > 0 (i = l,..., s) as often as 
possible. By assuming m sufficiently large to include as many of the 
(AZ@ - 1))/2 ‘d mci ences (p, q, B), p, q fixed and as many of XZ(s - Z)p 
incidences (p, q, B), p fixed, q free, as possible, one can then determine 
the maximal value of 01* = CL1 01~ as a linear function of nz. 
For a free block B, the maximum number of incidences (p, q, B) is 
(k(k - 1))/2. Clearly then, 
a* + (b - m> W - 1) > y 
2 ’ 
or 
mk(k - 1) - 201” < bk(k - 1) - 2~. 
Example. For the case (51,85, 10, 6, 1) with I = p = 3, we have 
y = 1228 and (bk(k - 1))/2 = 1275. The maximal value of CL, 01~ is 
12 + (m - 1) 9 (one fixed block must contain the three fixed points 
together, all other fixed blocks contain two free point orbits). Thus 
15m - 9m + 3 < 47, i.e., m < 7. 
Useful lower bounds on m can generally be determined relative to a 
given set of parameters and given values of I and p. For example, in the 
case (51, 85, 10, 6, 1) with I = 9 and p = 2, it is easy to establish that 
17 < m. However the maximal value of m in this case is 13 (Lemma 3.4). 
Consequently there is no block design having parameters (51, 85, 10, 6, 1) 
which admits an automorphism of order 2 having nine fixed points. 
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Similar reasoning (based on the preceding lemmas) readily establishes 
that there are at most 32 possibilities for (p, I, pn) where p is the (prime) 
order of an automorphism acting on a design with these parameters and 
having 1 fixed points and DI fixed blocks. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
As noted earlier, the results of this paper were designed to facilitate both 
the study of automorphism groups of known designs (and hence design 
representations) and the search for unknown designs. As one aspect of 
this we are presently developing computer programs with algorithms 
based on Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. The efficiency of the programs is greatly 
enhanced by the results of Section 3. 
We would like to see the main results of this paper extended to the more 
general case of an automorphism group acting on a design (see [2] and 
also [7] in this connection). 
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